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Department ofApplied Mathematics, Technical University of Brno, 
Czechoslovakia and University of Gent, Belgium 
In  the paper we introduce the notions of G-machine and generable set as 
the language of that machine. G-machine M is a triple M = (S,  8, I ) ,  where 
S is a given finite set, I C S and 8 is a mapping of I into 2 s. The  set generated 
by G-machine M is the set of all words generated by G-machine M (language 
L(M) of M).  There  are given in the paper some basic characterisations of
L(M) and the necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary C _C I *  
(of sequences of elements o f / )  to be the language of a G-machine. 
INTRODUCTION 
The notions of a generable set and a corresponding machine with deter- 
ministic character of behavior have recently been introduced by Pawlak (1969) 
and Kwasowiec (1970). We shall define the machine (G-machine) of analogous 
activity but with nondeterministic character of behavior. Supposing the set 
of internal states is infinite and the transition operator is a function (see note 
on Definition 1) the machine defined by Kwasowiec (1970) is a special 
case of a G-machine. Then obviously every generable set in the sense of 
Kwasowiec an be generated by G-machine. There exist sets (see Examples 1
and 2) generated by G-machines which are not generable in the sense of 
Kwasowiec (see Kwasowiec, 1970, p. 258, Theorem 1). Therefore, G- 
machines generate a larger class of generable sets. If we consider S the set of 
outputs of a certain input-output phenomenon and if the set of output 
sequences i  generable, then such a phenomenon can be modelled be a 
G-machine. 
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BASIC DEFINITIONS 
DEFINITION 1. G-machine M is a triple M = (S, 6, I ) ,  where 
(1) S ~ Z finite set (states); 
(2) 6 is a mapping of I into the set of all nonvoid subsets of S,  i.e., 
: I into 2 s (transition operator); 
(3) I 2 S (initial states). 
(In the following, M is to be understood as G-machine M = (S, 6, I ) . )  
M begins operating in an arbitrary initial state s ~ I and applying the 
transition operator 6 M moves to the next state 6(s), 6(6(s)) .... and so on. 
I f  the state s' ~ 2" is reached, then M stops. Definition 2 states this activity 
more precisely. 
Note .  Supposing S is an arbitrary set and 6 is a function the G-machine 
is the machine defined by Kwasowiec (see Kwasowiec, 1970, p. 257). 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose M operates in discrete time scale T,  
T ~- {0, 1, 2,..}. Denote s t the state of M in time t a T. Then an output 
sequence sos 1 .. .  s t o f  M in time t is given as follows: 
(I) s0~Z 
(II) Suppose SoS 1 ""  st_ 1 has been defined. Then we define SoS 1 ""  s t i f  
and only if st ~ 8(s,_i), s, ~ I. 
An output sequence is called a word (or a computation) generated by M 
and denoted w if and only if w possesses one of the following forms: 
(4) w ~ SoS 1 .. .  st_ 1 if and only if si+ 1 ~ 6(si), si+l ~ I for i = 0, 1,..., t - -  2 
and v ~ 6(st_l) , v ~ I;  
(5) w ~ SoS 1 .." if and only if si+ 1 E 6(si) , si+ 1 E I for all i E T. 
By l (w)  we denote the number of elements of w and call it the length of w. 
That is l (w)  = t for w possessing the form (4) and l (w)  is equal to infinity 
(we write formally l (w)  = oo) for w of the form (5). The word of the length 0 
(zero) is denoted A and called an empty word. Considering an arbitrary word 
w of finite or infinite length we shall use the denotation w = SoS 1 ""  s ,_  1 " ' .  
Words w = SoS 1 ""  s ,_  1 ... and w'  -~ So'S 1 . . . .  s't_l.-- are equal, w = w', if and 
only if l (w)  -~ l (w ' )  and si = s i' for all i = 0, 1,..., l (w)  - -  1. Denote by I *  
the set of all sequences of elements of the set I including the empty word. 
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DEFINITION 3. The set of all words generated by M we call the language 
of M and denote L(M) .  An arbitrary set L _C I ~ is called generable if and only 
if there exists M such that L ~ L (M) .  I f  L(M)  contains a finite number of 
words, then it is called finite (otherwise infinite). 
DENOTATION 1. Let T denote the set of all nonnegative integers, 
T ~ {0, 1, 2,..}. For an arbitrary output sequence SoS 1 ".. st_ 1 the symbol 
(s0s 1 "'" St_l) k means the output sequence SoS 1 " "  s ts t+ 1 " "  s2ts~t+l  " "  sk t_  1 , 
where sit+~ :s~ for kET ,  i~-0 ,1  .... ,k, j :0 ,1 , . . . , t .  Further, by the 
symbol (SoS 1 "" s,_l) ~ we understand the output sequence 
SoSl "'" StSt+ 1 " "  SntSnt+l  " "~ 
where s~t+~-  s~- for j : -  0, 1,..., t and all n E T. For t ~ 0 we omit the 
brackets and write s0 k, s0% If k ~ 0, then we define (SoS 1 "" sO° ~ A.  
EXAMPLE I. Consider M = (S, 8, I ) ,  where S = {a, b, c, d}, I = {a, b, c} 
and 3: [a -+ {b}, b --~ {c, d}, c --+ {c, d}]. Using Definitions 2 and 3 we can 
findL(M): 
L(M)  = {abd °, bc °°, c ~, abc% bc n, c n, ab, b; n ~ I'}. 
Obviously L(M)  is infinite and contains words of finite and infinite lengths. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let M = (S, 8,1)1 where S = {a, b}, I ~- {a, b} and 
8: [a --~ {a, b}, b -+ {a}]. Then 
L(M)  = (an°banlb ... ban~ba ~, a**°ba~ba~b ..., 
ba~°ba~b .-. ba~kba °~, ba~°ba~ba~2b ...; k ~ T, nk ~ (T  - -  {0})}. 
L(M)  is infinite and contains only words of infinite length. 
DEFINITION 4. Consider the transition operator 8of M a subset of I × S, 
i.e., 3 C I × S. A couple (s, v) ~ 3 is called productive if and only if s ~ I and 
v 61 and unproductive if and only if s ~ I, and v 6 I. Denote by P,  the set of 
all productive couples and N,  the set of all unproductive couples. Then 
8 ~- Pn U N e . For every s ~/, put N 8 = {(s, v) ] (s, v) a N~}. Choose from 
every N ~ ~: ~ an arbitrary (s, v), (s, v) ~ N 8 (a representative) and denote 
it by (s, v'). Put N~ R -~ [,.)~1 (s, v r) and 8 R = Pa u N~ R. The G-machine 
M R = (S, 8 R, I )  is called reduced to M = (S, 8, I ) .  
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DEFINITION 5. Let M ~- (S,  8, I )  be a G-machine. For s, v e I define 
the relation ~,  s -<~ v if and only if there exist n 6 (T  - -  {0}) and an output 
sequence SoS 1 "" s n such that ,s o ~ s and s~ = v. 
DEFINITION 6. Let M = (S,  8, I )  and M'  = (S ' ,  8', I ' )  be G-machines. 
M and M'  are said to be equivalent, M ~-~ M' ,  if and only i f L (M)  = L(M' ) .  
Denote by E(M)  the class of all G-machines which are equivalent to 214. 
DENOTATION 2. Further , we shall use the following denotations (unless 
stated otherwise): 
S... set of states of M = (S, 8, I )  
i , j ,  k, m, n, t .... elements of T (see denotation 1) 
s, v, s', v', s o , v 0 , So' , % ' , . ,  s i ,  v j ,  s{, v~',.., elements of S 
w, w', w l ,  w~',..., wi ,  w j , . . .  e lements of L(M) .  
SOME PROPERTIES OF L(M)  
LEMMA 1. The relation <( is transitive. 
Proof. Let s <~ v, v ~ s' hold true for some s, v, s' ~ I. By Definit ion 5 
there exist m, n~(T- -{0})  and output sequences SOS1," ~ sin, %% "" v~ 
such that s o = s, sm ~ v 0 -~ v and v~ = s'. By Definit ion 2 the sequence 
SoS 1 "" SmS,~+l "'" sin+ ~ , where s~+~. = vj for j = 0, 1,..., n, is an output 
sequence and by Definit ion 5 s <~ s', i.e., ~ is transitive. 
LEMMA 2. Let  set I be nonvoid. Then s o ~ I i f  and only i f  there exists a word 
w ~ L (M)  beginning with s o . 
Proof. Assume s o ~ L From (2) either v E 3(s0) , v ~ I or sl c 8(s0) , s 1 ~ I. 
In  the first case w = s o and from (4) follows that it is generated by M, i.e, 
w eL(M) .  General ly 8 can be applied (t - -  1)-times if and only if si E 8(si_l), 
s i a I  for every i = 1, 2,..., t - -  1. If  there exists t a T such that v ~ 8(st_0, 
v 6 I  then by (4) w = SoS ~ "" st_a ~L(M) .  Otherwise, w has the form given 
by (5) and belongs to L(M)  as well. 
The  reverse implication follows immediately from Definition 2. 
By means of this lemma the following corollary 1 can be easily proved. 
COROLLARY l. For every output sequence sos 1 "" s n there exists a word 
w ~ L (M) ,  l(w) >/n  + 1 beginning with SoS 1 " ,  s~. . . . .  
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LEMMA 3. A ~L(M) for  any M. 
Proof. The statement follows immediately from Definition 2. 
THEOREM 1. L(M)  = L(MR). 
Proof. First suppose w eL(M) ,  w = SoS 1 ... st-1 • By Definitions 3 and 4 
(si,si+l) e P6 for i = 0, 1,..., t - -2  and there exists v~I  such that 
(st_l, v )e  Ne.  Thus Nh-~ =/= 2~. Apparently we obtain the same word w 
applying an arbitrary element of N ~-~, especially (S,_l, v ~) e N,  R. Since 
(si, si+l) e S R for i = 0, 1,..., t - -  2 and (st_ 1 , v ~) e ~R as well, then every 
w eL(M)  of a finite length can be generated by M R, i.e., w eL(MR). For an 
arbitrary w eL(M)  of the form given by (5) holds (si, s~+~) e P ,  for all i e T. 
Therefore (si, si+t) E S R for all i e 71, i.e., w cL(MR). Hence L(M)  C_L(MR). 
Now assume w eL(Me) .  Provided w possesses form (5), then (si, si+l) E Pen 
for all l eT .  By Definition 4 obviously Poe =P, ,  hence weL(M) .  I f  
W = S0S 1 " ' "  S t_  1 ~L(MR), then (si, si+l) ~ Pea for i = 0, I,..., t - -  2 and 
there exists v ~ I  such that (st-1, v) e NeR, i.e., v = v ~. By definition 4 
Pea = P~ and Nee = N~, therefore w is generated by M as well, w eL(M) .  
HenceL(M a) C L (M)  and the proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 2. M ~ M R. 
LEMMA 4. Every word w eL(M)  of infinite length contains an element s
for which s <( s. 
Proof. Assume w eL(M) ,  w = SoS 1 .... Since I is finite, then there exist 
at least two elements ~, s~,  k ~ m such that sk =sm • From Definition 5 
it follows s -~ s, where s = s~ =sm.  
LEM~ 5. I f  S -~, S, then L (M)  contains a word of infinite length beginning 
with s. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 there exists a word w e L (M)  beginning with s o ~ s 
and by Definitions 2 and 5 there exists an output sequence SoS 1 ... st ,  where 
So = st = s. Consider the sequence 
(6) SoS 1 "'" S t_ lS  t "'" S2t_ lS2t  "'" 3nt_ lS f l t  . . ' ,  
where skt+~'=sj for j=0 ,1  ..... t and all keT .  Obviously s~+ leS(s i ) ,  
si+ 1 e I for all i, hence sequence (6) is a word of infinite length belonging to 
L(M). 
64312o/5-7 
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THEOREM 2. L(M)  contains words of infinite length if and Only if there exists 
s ~ I for which the relation -C, is reflexive. 
Proof. I f  L(M) contains words of infinite length, then the statement 
follows immediately from Lemma 4. Now suppose s -~ s for some s. By 
Lemma 5 there exists a word of infinite length beginning with s, hence the 
reverse implication holds true. 
THEOREM 3. L(M)  contains words of finite length if and only if N~ :/= ~.  
Proof. Suppose w ~ L(M), l(w) = t, w = SoS 1 "." st-1. From (4) it follows 
that there exists v61  such that v~(st_ l ) ,  v6L  By Definition 4, 
(st-l, v) c N~, hence N~ va C. Now suppose N, @ ;~ and let (s, v) be an 
element of Ne. Then s ~ I and v 6 L By Lemma 2 L(M)  contains a word 
beginning with s. By (4) w = s o eL(M) ,  where s o = s and l(w) = 1. There- 
fore L(M)  contains words of finite length. 
LEMMA 6. I f  l(w) < ~ for every w e L(M), then L(M)  is finite. 
Proof. Let w : SoS a "" st-1 be an arbitrary element of L(M).  By 
Theorem 2 there does not exist s ~ I such that s -~ s holds true. That means 
s~ @ sj for i @ j  ( i , j  : O, 1,..., t - -  1). Considering I is finite and 
n card(l) = n, then obviously card(L(M)) < L=0 k I (,~), L(M)  is finite. 
LEMMA 7. Let L (M)  be infinite. Then there exists s such that 
(a) L(M)  contains an infinite number of words beginning with s and 
(b) there exists a word w cL (M)  of infinite length beginning with s. 
Proof. The existence of a word satisfying (b) follows immediately from 
Lemma 6. The statement (a) we shall prove by contraposition. Suppose to 
every s e I of the property (b) there exists a finite number of words beginning 
with s. Then L(M)  contains only a finite number of words satisfying (a) 
and (b). Since L(M) is infinite there must exist an infinite number of words of 
finite length in L(M)  of the form SoS 1 ." s,_l, where s o does not satisfy the 
condition (a). From finiteness of I it follows there exist k, h ~ t -  1, k ~ h 
and w ~L(M)  such that w = s o .'. sk "'" s~ "" st- l ,  where sk : sh : s. By 
Lemma 5 there exists a word of infinite length beginning with s. Now we 
show there exists an infinite number of words beginning with s. Consider 
the words of the form 
(7) w : -  So ' " "  s /  . . .  s~ . . .  s'~j . . .  s~ , 
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! ! t where sij .~" sc~+~j_ 1 ~ sl~ -:" Sh-1 for every i ~ n and s~j "" s~ ~ s h --- st_ 1. 
Obviously the number of words of the form (7) is infinite and we reached a
contradiction. Hence (a) holds true. 
THEOREM 4. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(a)  L(M)  is infinite. 
(B) There exists v e l for which v -< v and words w, w' c L(  ~/1) beginning 
with v such that w ~ w'. 
Proof. (I) (A) ~ (B). By Lemma 7 there exists s ~ I  such that L(M)  
contains a word of infinite length beginning with s and the number of words 
of L(M) beginning with s is infinite. Choose an arbitrary s ~ I of that property 
and denote W(s) the set of all words of L(M) beginning with s. Now we shall 
prove (B) by contraposition. First consider an arbitrary w e W(s) of infinite 
length. From Lemma 4w contains v such that v ~ v. Now assume 
(P) to any v, for which v ~ v, there exist no words w, w' cL (M)  beginning 
with v and w :/: w'. 
Supposing m ~ (T - -  {0}), then w is of the form 
(8 )  w : SoS 1 " "  sl~ "'" s~+m "" ,  
where s o ~ s and s~ : sk+m : v. Without loss of generality choose v ~ sl~ 
for which k is minimal, thus si ~s~- for i , j  : 0, 1 , . . . , k - -1  and i ~ j .  
Assuming (P) there exists only one word in L(M)  beginning with sk : v 
and by Corollary 2 we can make the form (8) of every w e W(s) of infinite 
length more precise as 
(9) w = SoS 1 "" sk "'" sl~+~ "'" slc+2~ ";" sk+~ "", 
where sk+i~ : s~ for all i. As s i ~ sj for i, j : 0, 1,..., k - -  1, i ~: j and I 
is finite, then there exists 0nly a finite number of output sequences 
SoS 1 "" s~_ 1 , i.e., the number of words of form (9) is finite. Therefore sup- 
posing (P), W(s) contains only a finite number of words of infinite length. 
Now consider an arbitrary w ~ W(s) of finite length, 
(10)  w = SoS1 "'" s~_~,  
where s o ~ s. I f  there does not exist w e W(s) of that form containing v 
such that v ~ v, then si ~ sj for i , j  = 0, 1,..., l(w) - -  1, i :~ j  and from 
finiteness o f / i t  follows that the number of words of form (10) is finite. There- 
fore there must exist v of that property. Let us suppose (P) for such elements. 
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Considering w E W(s)  containing v of the mentioned property, w is of the 
form 
(11) w =s0s l " ' ' sk ' ' ' sm' ' ' sn_ l ,  
where s 0=s ,  sk =s~ =v (k, m ~<n- -  1, kv~m).  Without loss of 
generality, choose v = s~ for which k is minimal. Then s iv  ~ sj for i 5a j 
( i , j  <~ k - -  1). By Definition 2, wk = s o' "'" s ' _~ "" s'~_l-~ eL(M) ,  where 
si' = sk+i , i = O, 1,..., n - -  1 - -  k. By (P) all the words of form (11) can 
differ from one another only by their beginning output sequence so -" sk_ 1 . 
Since the number of such beginning output sequences is finite, then the 
number of words of form (11) is finite. Thus supposing (P) all the words of 
W(s)  possess either form (9) or (11) and W(s)  is finite. We obtain a contra- 
diction with the basic presumption. 
(II) (B) ~ (A). By Lemma 2 there exist inL(M) words 
w = VoV 1 ... v~_ 1 and w' = ... v "  """ 7)0"01 t k--I "" ", 
where v o = %' = v and supposing (B) w ~ w'. Further by (B) and Defi- 
nition 5 there exist n E (T -  {0}) and an output sequence SoS 1 ... s n such 
that s o = s. = v. Consider the words wm, w~' possessing the form 
(12) w~ = S0S 1 " ' "  Sn_ lSn  " ' "  S2n_ l$2n  " ' "  Smn_ lSmn " ' "  
t • t t t t (13) wm= So'S1" "'" S,_ lS,  "'" s2,_lS~, "'" s~,_ l s~,  "", 
where skn+i = si (k = O, 1,..., m - -  1 ; i = O, 1,..., n), s /  = sj ( j  = O, 1,..., mn), 
sj = v~-mn (J = ran, (mn -}- 1),..., (l(w) -{- mn - -  1)) and 
' = v :  1) .  sj ,-ran ( j = mn, mn+ 1,..., l (w') + mn - -  
By Definition 2, w~,  W~n' E L (M)  and wm ~ w~' for every m E T, therefore the 
number of words of forms (12) and (13) is infinite, L(M)  is infinite. 
Theorem 4 implies the following Corollaries 3 and 4: 
COROLLARY 3. I f3  is a function, thenL(M)  is finite. 
COROLLARY 4. L(M)  is f inite i f  and only i f  there does not exist v E I 
satisfying condition (B) of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let  M = (S ,  3, I )  and M '  = (S ' ,  3', I ' )  be G-machines. 
Then the fol lowing two statements are equivalent: 
(A) P~ = P~, A ( (s ,v)  EN~-~(s ,v ' )EN~, ) .  
(B) L(M) = L(M'). 
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Proof. ( I ) (A)=> (B). Consider an arbitrary w = SoS 1 "" st_l eL (M) .  
By (4) and by Definition 4, (si,  Si+l) e Pa for i = O, 1,..., t - -  2 and there 
exists v ¢ 1 such that (st-a, v )e  N , .  According to (A) (sl, si+l)e Po' ,  for 
i = 0, 1,..., t --  2 and there exists (s t - l ,  v') e Ns ' ,  where st-1 -= s, hence 
w eL(M' ) .  For an arbitrary w eL(M)  of infinite length (st, s~+a)e P~ for all 
i e T and by (A) (sl, si+l)eP~, for all i as well, thus w eL(M' ) .  Hence 
L(M)CL(M' ) .  In the same way it is easy to prove L(M' )CL(M) .  Thus 
L(M)  = L(M')  and (B) holds true. 
(II) (B) ~ (A). First consider an arbitrary w of infinite length, 
w = SoS 1 "". Since w eL(M)  and w eL(M') ,  then si+l e 3(si), si+~ e I  and 
s~+ 1 e 8'(s~), si+~ e I '  for all i. By Definition 4, (si,  s~+x) e P~ and (s~, S~+l) e P~, 
for all i, i.e., Po = P~'. I f  w = SoS 1 "" st-1 then (si ,s i+l) e P ,  and 
(si,  si+l) e Po, for i = 0, 1,..., t - -  2. Hence for an arbitrary w P0 = P, '  
holds true. Further for w = SoS 1 ... St - l ,  w eL(M)  there exists v ¢ I  such 
that (St_l, v) eN~.  Since w eL(M' ) ,  then there exists v' ¢ I '  such that 
(st_l ,  v ' )end , .  Therefore for an arbitrary w = SoS 1 ... st_ 1 there exist 
simultaneously v, v' such that (s, v) ~ N8 and (s, v') e N, , ,  where s =- st_ 1 . 
COROLLARY 5. Let  M = (S ,  8, I )  and M'  = (S' ,  8', I ' )  be G-machines. 
Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(A) P~ = Po' A ((s, v) e No ~ (s, v') e N0,). 
(B) M ~ M' .  
CONSTRUCTION I. Let I be an arbitrary finite set, C C I ~ and I C S, 
where S is an arbitrary finite set. Denote by c an arbitrary element (sequence) 
from C and by s i the (i + 1)-th element of c, c = sos 1 ... st_~ "'" (if l(c) < oo 
then i=0,1 , . . . , l ( c ) - -1  otherwise for all l eT ) .  For ceC,  l ( c )< oo 
put P(c) = Uk (s~, sk+~), where h = 0, 1,..., l(c) --  2 and N(c) = (sin, v), 
where m = l(c) - -  1 and v is an arbitrary element of (S - -  I). For c e C, 
l(c) --  oo put P(c) = Uk (sTy, S~+l) for all h e T. Denote P = U,~c P(c), 
N -~ U,~c N(c) and 8 c = P u N. Construct G-machine Mc,  
M c = <S, 8c , I ) .  
By Definition 4 obviously P = Pac and N = N~c.  
THEOREM 6. I f  C C I ~ is generable, then C = L (M) ,  where M e E(Mc) .  
Proof. I f  C C I °~ is generable, then there exists G-machine M such that 
c = L (M) .  
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We show C = L(Mc) .  Consider an arbitrary c E C of infinite length, 
c = SoS 1 "". From Construction 1 it follows (s~, s~+l) E P(c) for all k, i.e., 
s~+ 1E ac(s~), se+ 1 e l  for all k, hence c EL(Mc) .  I f  l(e) = n, c = SoS 1 "" S~_l , 
then by Construction 1 (sk,Se+l) EP(c)  for k = 0, 1 , . . . ,n - -2  and 
(s~_~, v) E N(c) for some v E (S - -  I). Thus s1~+1 E 8c(Sk), s7~+1 E I for 
k=O,  1 , . . . ,n - -2  and VESc(S~_l) , vq iL  By Definition 2 ,  cEL(Mc) .  
Therefore C CL(Mc) .  Now suppose w EL(Mc) .  Considering an arbitrary w 
of infinite length, w = SoS 1 " ' ,  then s~+ 1E 8c(Sk) I s~+ 1e I  for all k and by 
Definition 4 (se, s~+l) E P~c for all h. Now prove the statement by contra 
position. Assume w6 C, i.e., w(~L(M) ,  w EL(Mc) .  Thus there exists t 
such that (st, St+l) ~ Pe • But according to Construction 1 there exists c E C 
such that (st, st+l) E P(c), i.e., (st, st+l) E P~ and we obtain a contradiction. 
Hence w EL(M) .  Now let w EL(Mc) ,  w = SoS 1 ... s~_, and w eL(M) .  By 
Construction 1 for every k = 0, 1,..., n -  2 there exists c E C such that 
(s~, sk+l) E P(c), i.e., (s~, sk+a) EP~.  Further, (s~_l, v) E Nee for some 
v 6 I. I f  (s~_l, v) 6 N~ for any v 6 / ,  then there does not exist c ~ C such that 
(s,-1, v) e N(c), i.e., (s~_l, v) ~ N,c .  
In both cases we obtain a contradiction. Therefore the reverse implication 
holds true and C ~ L (Mc)  = L (M) .  According to Definition 6, M e E(Mc) .  
COROLLARY 5. C C_I ~ is generable i f  and only i f  C = L (M) ,  where 
M E E(Mc).  
COROLLARY 6. C CC_I ~ is generable i f  and only i f  C = L (M) ,  where 
M, .~M c . 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider I = {a, b} and 
C = {(a, b) ~°, (ha) ~, (ab) ~, b(ab) ~, b; n E ( r  - -  {0})}. 
By means of Construction 1 and Theorem 6 we verify that C is a generable 
set. Put ,9 = {a, b, c, d} and denote elements of C as follows: q = (ab) ~, 
c= = (ba) ~°, c~a ~' = (ab) '~, c~ n) = b(ab)'* and c 5 = b. Then P(q)  = {(a, b), (b, a)}, 
P(c2) = {(b, a), (a, b)}, P(c~ '~') = {(a, b), (b, a)}, P(c[ '°) = {(b, a), (a, b)}; 
N(c(a '~)) = {(b, c)}, N(c(4 '~)) = {(b, d)}, N(cs) = {(b, d)}; P = (,J~c P(c) = 
{(a, b), (b, a)}, N ~ [,J~c N(c) = {(b, c), (b, d)}. Now construct G-machine 
M c = (S ,  8c,  I},  where 8 c : [a -+ {b}, b -+ {a, c, d}]. It is easy to make sure 
that C = L(Mc) ,  hence C is a generable set. 
EXAMPLE 4. Decide whether C ----- {(anb~); n E (T - -  {0))} is a generable 
set. By Construction 1 I = {a,b}. Now put S = {a, b, c} and denote 
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c~ = {anb~}. Obviously, P(q)  = {(a, b)} and P(ci) = {(a, a), (a, b), (b, b)} for 
i > 1, N(cn) = {(b, c)} for all n. P = {(a, a), (a, b), (b, b)), N = {(b, c)), 
8c : [a --~ {a, b}, b ~ {b, c}] and M c = (S,  8c,  I ) .  It is easy to verify that 
thatL(Mc)  = {a, ab, ab% bn; n E (T  --  {0})}, hence C is not a generable set. 
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